
 

 

What’s My Next Step? 

Topics Include: 
 Facial Tray Set-Up 

 What to Expect from Classes & Reorders 
 Matching Shades 

 Beauty Book Skin Care Class 



 At Each skin care class, the number of guests ranges from 3-6, with an 
average of 4  

 The average sales are $175 per class  

 We retain 85% of our customers  

 The average reorder per customer each year is at least $157  

 

5 Classes per week  
$175 x 5 = $875 weekly sales  
$875 x 50 weeks = $42,750 annual retail sales  
425 customers x $157 per year = $66,725 annual reorders  

$110,457 total annual sales  
$55,237 profit  
 

4 Classes per week  
$175 x 4 = $700 weekly sales  
$700 x 50 weeks - $35,000 annual retail sales  
340 customers x $157 per year = $53,380 annual reorders  

$88,380 total annual sales  
$44,190 profit  
 

3 Classes per week  
$175 x 3 = $525 weekly sales  
$525 x 50 weeks - $26,250 annual retail sales  
255 customers x $157 per year = $40,035 annual reorders  

$66,285 total annual sales  
$33,142 profit  
 

2 Classes per week  
$175 x 2 = $350 weekly sales  
$350 x 50 weeks - $14,500 annual retail sales  
170 customers x $157 per year = $26,690 annual reorders  

$44,190 total annual sales  
$22,095 profit  
 

1 Class per week  
$175 x 1 = $175 weekly sales  
$175 x 50 weeks - $8,750 annual retail sales  
85 customers x $157 per year = $13,345 annual re-orders  

$22,095 total annual sales  
$11,047 profit  

**This does not include team member commissions, bonuses, or prizes.**  

It’s Mathematical, 

Not Magical!  

 What to expect from your 
classes & reorders 
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When I was a new consultant, one of my biggest "fears" was selecting the correct    
foundation color, and I'm sure that many of you can relate!  If you haven't been to any 
of Robert Jones' training or heard any of the training clips on his new CD, you might not 
know about this EASY way to choose the right foundation for your customer.  I'm also attaching the 
complete conversion chart that was tweaked by lots of folks just in case you need it. 
  
1. Have them fill out a Profile Card. Lift up the top copy (white) to see what are recommended 

choices for skin care and foundations. 
2. Begin with the Foundation Primer: It creates a flawless canvas for applying any foundation while 

extending the wear of each as well. 
3. KEEP IN MIND- the Mineral Powder Foundation is the EASIEST foundation shade to match.  If 

your customer prefers a liquid foundation begin with the following:  
 
Ask them if they go into the sun (many will say that they don't get tans anymore so be sure to 
ask them if) what happens to their skin. Do they... 

 tan easily? 

 burn/turn pink then tan? 

 only burn? 
 
For Medium Coverage Foundations: 
If they... 

 tan easily - choose a foundation that ends in 2 (usually more olive undertones) 

 burn/turn pink then tan - choose a foundation that ends in 0 (usually more neutral undertones) 

 only burn - choose a foundation that ends in a 4 or a 5 (usually more pink undertones) 
 
Great Tip! 
Also, you can see a person's true undertone by looking at the inside of her arm.  You can normally 
tell if they are ivory or beige to tell if they need a color in the 100, 200, 300 or 400 range, and for the 
bronze colors, you need to determine if she has a golden orange or a warm brown undertone.  Let's 
say that 507 is too light and 607 is too dark.  It probably means that you're in the wrong undertone.   
 
For Luminous & Matte Wear Foundations: 
Remember, doing a stripe test is the only way to find the exact match, but at least this gives you a 
place to start!  To find the recommended shade for Luminous & Matte Wear Foundations use the 
chart conversion beginning with Medium Coverage shade and read across the chart. 
 
Additional Foundation Shades Available: 
Remember, Mary Kay also offers formulas of foundations which are not as popular but are still                
available to you on your consultant order form (Intouch): 
1. Tinted Moisturizer with SPF 20 provides sheer color, oil free moisturization and UVA/UVB               

protection. 
2. Cream to Powder Foundation provides shine control with a matte finish.  Applies as a cream, 

then sets as a powder finish.  For all skin types. 
3. Cream Foundations provides complete coverage. For Dry Skin. (Not shown in Look Book but 

available to order online). 
 
A Perfect Finish: Mary Kay Makeup Finishing Spray by Skindinavia 
Mary Kay has partnered with Skindinavia, a leading brand of this celebrity go-to product to bring you 
a finishing spray that keeps makeup looking freshly applied for hours, works on any skin type and 
dries quickly, not sticky! The perfect way to set your perfect look! 

 

Matching Shades 





Beauty Book Skin Care Class / Party 
by Nikki Knott, Senior Sales Director 

updated September 2013 

 

As your guests arrive, make sure they have filled out the Skin Care Profile, demonstrated 

Microdermabrasion on the back of RIGHT hand (or Satin Hands demo), and if there’s 

time, start matching foundation shades.  (Write down foundation shade they are trying 

immediately in designated space on the back of their profile) 

(page 3-Instructor’s Guide) 

 I’d like to thank each of you for coming tonight. I especially want to thank our hostess, 

_____________, and I have some gifts to present to her. First is just a small thank you for 

allowing us to use her home tonight. (Present the thank you gift – wrapped or in a gift bag 

– satin hands sampler set, former PCP gift, etc). Then, I have another gift for _________ 

just because she did not postpone her party – she held it on the original scheduled date. 

She is receiving our special quarterly hostess gift (or whatever gift you decide) _________. 

That’s not all.  _________ is also receiving a very personalized makeover tonight. Since 

this is the first time I’ve worked with the rest of you, you will be receiving a neutral    

glamour look. But, _________ is our QUEEN tonight so she’s receiving more personalized 

attention since I know a little more about her coloring and her glamour preferences. She 

actually has a personalized makeover created for her by an international makeup artist 

that works with Mary Kay. Tonight, if you’re interested in receiving your own              

PERSONILIZED makeover, I’ll be taking your picture with my cell phone so I can 

download and use Mary Kay’s virtual makeover program.  But, that’s not all. She is also 

working to receive other Mary Kay products of her choice for FREE just for partying 

with me. As you can see, it’s fun and profitable to host one of our parties and you don’t 

have to invite everyone you know.  We work best with only 4 – 6 people.  My hostess     

program is so simple!  You get $50 free when it’s you plus 3 that party with me and you 

get a 50% shopping spree when you have 4 or more!  PLUS, when 2 of you book a party 

with me tonight, my hostess will receive a free lip gloss/stick of her choice!  One of the  

biggest compliments you can give me is sharing me with your friends like _______ has    

tonight.*                          (*You may insert your Preferred Hostess Program.) 

 

Tonight you’re going to have an opportunity to fall in love with MK by experiencing     

captivating color and powerhouse skin care. You’re going to have an opportunity to try 

before you buy – to try the number one brand of skin care and color combined for over 15 

years. 

 

Each of you are entitled to three complimentary makeovers from me. One you’ll receive   

tonight. Then, you are each entitled to what we call a check-up facial within two weeks of 

initially trying the product.  That gives me a chance to be sure the products are working 

correctly and giving you the desired result.  Think about this… have you ever bought 

makeup at a cosmetic counter and they offered to come to your home in two weeks to be 

sure the    products are working correctly and to exchange anything that wasn’t for a dif-

ferent formula or color? Well, that’s the kind of service you get from your MK consultant. 

Then, you are each entitled to what we call an in depth glamour session. I’ll explain more 

about that later. 



Let me tell you what we will be doing tonight. We’re going to do skin care and a quick 

glamour makeover with more emphasis on skin care. Then, I’ll take a few minutes to talk 

with you individually and to answer any questions you may have and help you customize a 

program that is right for you.  (Optional: I can even suggest some creative financing if you 

need that.) 

 

You may not see anything at all that you want in the Mary Kay line tonight. If not, that’s 

okay. BUT, if you FALL IN LOVE with the products you’re going to try, you can take 

them home with you tonight!  Either way is fine with me.  So sit back, relax and let’s get 

started. 

 

Note to consultant- 

1. For the thank you gift, use things like Satin Hands Sampler set, former PCP gifts, former   

limited edition products wrapped in a pretty gift bag. 

2. Put your money (gifts/incentives you give) where needed the most…..Usually that is for 

classes to hold or to book future appointments with the guests. Use gifts from section 2. 

3. Have the Roll-up bag displayed so you can call attention to it throughout the class.  Ideally 

you will have one filled and put at each guest’s place setting. 

(page 4) 

Open your beauty book to page 2.This is Mary Kay Ash. Yes, she was a real person.  Mary 

Kay truly was way ahead of her time.   She has been recognized as the greatest female   

entrepreneur in American history.  Most people don’t know we have a charitable                     

foundation that gives money to support finding a cure for cancers that affect women and 

also for the fight against domestic violence. We also have a corporate recycling program 

and we do not test on animals.   

Mary Kay started our company in 1963 after many years in the direct sales industry.  She 

had two goals when she started the company. First, she wanted to offer a teaching-

oriented approach to skin care where a woman could sit down in the privacy of a friend’s 

home and learn how to take care of her skin.  Most of us are not going to go to the                    

cosmetic counter with everybody passing by and take off our makeup.  She also wanted to 

offer an unlimited career opportunity where women could go as high in the company as 

she chose at her own speed without having to wait for the person above her to die, retire, 

or get fired. 

 

I-Story (Your Personal Mary Kay Story) 

(Bring the following items with you for visuals) 

Let me tell you a little about my Mary Kay story. (1-2 minutes) 

M - MONEY-high sales ribbon and tell about the money you made last week. 

R - RECOGNITION-star brochure and wear a piece of Mary Kay jewelry you have won 

S - SELF CONFIDENCE – show a book you have read that has helped you or a before 

and after picture 

F – FUN & FRIENDS! Pictures of Seminar, etc 

C - CAREER CARS – show brochure 

A - ADVANCEMENT & Tax ADVANTAGES 

B – BE YOUR OWN BOSS-flexibility 



Turn to pages 4 and 5 in your Beauty Book. 

You’re about to discover why there are millions of loyal Mary Kay customers around the 

world.  Mary Kay offers skin care solutions for every age and every need.  Plus, you get a 

beauty consultant like me who will work to find the right products for you.  Our products 

have a 100% satisfaction guarantee.  If for any reason you are not completely satisfied 

with any product, it will be replaced without charge, exchanged or the full-price                       

refunded.   No more “mistake” drawers full of unused products!   

 

Today we are going to be using the Miracle Set, BUT we actually have 4 premium skin 

care sets.  The Miracle Set is formulated for those who are looking to reduce the signs of 

aging and improve skin tone and elasticity.  It has also been proven to help with those 

who have Rosacea.  Our second set is on page 8.  The TimeWise Repair Set reverses the 

signs of aging and is targeted for more mature skin.  (I personally use this set because I 

have been a sun bunny all my life and….PERSONAL TESTIMONY about whatever set 

YOU use).  On the next page are the last 2 sets.  Botanical Effects is a great set for those 

who want to go easy on the planet.  It’s perfect for anyone who may not be ready for                         

age-fighting products or anyone with sensitive skin.  (a lot of expecting moms use this set 

because it’s safe and gentle!)  The last set is the Clear Proof set for acne-prone skin.  

Teenagers or anyone struggling with persistent or occasional acne should try this set.   

 

Are you guys ready to try the products??  Tonight we will be focusing on the Miracle Set 

on pages 6-7.  It’s a great starter set to introduce you to Mary Kay Skin Care because it 

has the Good Housekeeping seal of approval and of course comes with our 100% money-

back guarantee.  If another set I mentioned appeals to you more, please let me know at 

our private consultation at the end of the party and we can book that appointment to do 

for your check-up appointment before your color makeover.   

 

Does anyone have on mascara or eye-makeup?  Mary Kay’s Oil-Free Eye make-up                  

Remover is one of my personal favorites and is one of many products on MK’s best seller 

list.  Be sure and shake it up before each use.  You can use a cotton PAD or corner of your 

dry wash cloth to remove eye makeup easily! 

 

The Miracle Set is a premium collection of age-fighting products that delivers 11 benefits 

you need for younger-looking skin.  It cleanses, exfoliates, freshens, moisturizes, protects, 

smoothes, helps reduce fine lines and wrinkles, firms, softens, energizes and rebuilds!  

Take a look at the before/after picture on page 7.  83% had a reduction in fine lines and 

wrinkles, up to 25% improvement in elasticity, 100% had softer more supple skin, and 

46% had more even skin tone.  I don’t know about you but I am willing to try anything 

that will get 83% of the wrinkles off my face!! 

 

(As they are applying you or hostess are getting washcloths WARM/wet) 

STEP 1 is the 3-in-1 cleanser.  Go ahead and be putting this on your face as I talk.  It’s ok 

to work on your face and look in the mirror as I talk.  The formula that is in your tray 

was determined by how you answered the profile questions.  If you think you would like 

to try another formula, just let me know and we can do that at your check-up facial.   



There are 2 formulas available and a cleansing bar if you’re interested in something that is 

more of a “soapy” feel.  The normal/dry can be used without water but the combo/oily needs a 

bit of water to “lather”.  This is much easier in your own bathroom.  MK’s 3-in-1 Cleanser 

saves you time by cleansing, exfoliating, and toning (freshening) all in one easy step.  Always 

remove cleanser with a warm/wet washcloth to get the most cleaning action vs. just splashing 

water up on your face. 

 

STEP 2 is the Day OR Night solution depending on what time it is, of course.  Today we are 

going to use Day Solution on the right side of your face only and I’ll pass around the Night  

Solution (or you can walk it around and squirt as you talk) for you to try on your LEFT hand.  

Remember the Microdermabrasion we did on the right hand?  Is it still feeling smooth?  

Great!  Just think how your face will feel after using this in the shower tonight or tomorrow! 

 

The Day Solution has an SPF of 35 and protects your skin during the day from UVA and UVB 

rays.  UVAges the skin and UVBurns the skin and is the number one cause of premature signs 

of aging and wrinkles, so this is one of the most important steps to use each and every day  

AFTER cleansing.  The Night solution is used at night after cleansing.  The small beads are 

nutria-beads which are filled with vitamins and peptides essential for the skin’s renewal               

process.  Using the Day/Night solution gives your skin 24 hours of continual PROTECTION 

and RENEWAL each day. 

 

STEP 4 is MK’s TimeWise Age-Fighting Moisturizer.  It also comes in 2 formulas to meet the 

needs of your specific skin type.  It gives you 10 hours of hydration and accelerates the skin’s 

natural renewal process.  When we are young our skin renews itself almost daily, but as we 

age this process slows down and can take up to 30 days to renew.  The Miracle Set that you 

just tried today has patented ingredients that work together to speed up the renewal process 

therefore giving us smoother, younger-looking skin! How does your face feel?  (You must feel 

your face for them to feel theirs).  Can you feel a difference in the right and left where we used 

the Day solution? 

 

BONUS: (you do not have to demonstrate this but I highly recommend) 

As a special bonus I wanted to let you try our FIRMING EYE CREAM.  96% of participants 

saw an improvement in the overall appearance of the skin around their eyes.  Use with your 

ring finger under your RIGHT eye only.  Some people instantly see a difference under their 

eyes so you can only imagine how much of a difference you’ll see after continual use. 

 

(Write down foundation shade they are trying immediately in designated space on the back of their 

profile.  You can also allow them to try foundation primer on RIGHT side only if you’d like.) 

Turn to page 10 and 11 in your beauty book.  Foundation is the final step in any good skin 

care routine. It helps protect the skin from the environment, and it evens skin tone and covers 

flaws for healthy-looking radiant skin.  One thing that sets Mary Kay Independent Beauty 

Consultants apart is that we are experts in foundation. My goal is to help every woman find 

the foundation shade and formula that is perfect for her.  When you get home in a different 

light or if you are not happy with the foundation, be sure to tell me.  We can look at other    

options at your check-up facial. 



(They can be putting on their foundation as you review) 

Before we move to supplements and color, let’s review because skin care is by far the MOST 

IMPORTANT part to have healthy beautiful skin. (As you talk about each product, pick it up)  

First, we cleansed to remove makeup, dirt, and impurities.  Our TimeWise 3-in-1 cleanser 

also exfoliates and tones to SAVE YOU TIME!  Each time after cleansing you will apply 

your Day or Night Solution to protect or renew your skin daily which helps fight fine lines 

and wrinkles.  Last, you will hydrate your skin with the TimeWise Age Fighting Moisturizer 

to help speed up the renewal process with MK’s special patented complex.   

 

(Call attention to the display or roll-up bag of skin care based on your party) 

Our skin care sets are ideally sold together with foundation on the initial purchase, because 

they are scientifically designed to work together to give you the desired results.  If you took 1 

or 2 of these products home tonight, you would expect to get the same results and you 

wouldn’t because a key part of what you did tonight would be left out.  When you run out of 

a product, you do not have to purchase the whole set, you just get what you run out of.  I 

don’t want you to have chemical warfare on your face because you are mixing different 

product brands.  Breaking one of our sets would be like asking for a chocolate cake recipe 

and then deciding to leave out the eggs. You wouldn’t get the same results.   

At 20 a woman has the skin she is born with.  At 40 she has the skin she is working with and 

at 50, 60 and beyond she has the skin she deserves.  I can promise if you take these products 

home and put them on the bathroom shelf, you will see no difference at all, BUT if you take 

them home and use them the way I have taught you tonight, you will see a difference in just 

a few days and will continue to see improvement for as long as you use the products. 

 

(Take a Minute to point out the new Clear Proof Line on Pg 7) Clear Proof Acne Solutions- This 

is the newest addition to our incredible skin care line! 

 

(Guests turn to pages 12-17 and you read dialogue on page 15 of instructors guide below) 

We are almost done so please turn to page 14.  Mary Kay offers many products in addition 

to the Miracle Set that contain the vitamins and powerful age-fighting ingredients that your 

skin needs.  Today I will highlight a couple of these products.  The Microdermabrasion Set 

(used on the back of your right hand) not only improves the skin’s texture, but 73% saw a 

reduction in fine lines and 71% saw smaller-looking pores.  (Have them compare the lines and 

wrinkles between the back of left and right hand) 

(Depending on time, the age of your crowd, etc….choose which products you would like to high-

light on pages 12-17 of the beauty book; choose no more than 3 of your favorites). 

 

(From page 16 instructor’s guide…) 

My goal here tonight was to introduce you to Mary Kay’s bread-and-butter skin care prod-

ucts.  At your follow-up appt/check up facial, I’d love to treat you to a customized color look 

just like ________ will be getting here today.  Part of my commitment to you as your MK 

beauty consultant is following up with you to make sure you are happy with the products 

you’ve chosen.  I do not want this to be a one-time sale, but the first of many times I can help 

you with your skin care or color needs.  At your follow-up appointment, I will evaluate your 

skin’s progress and see if you have any questions or if anything needs to be switched or 

added.  If you decide to share your next appointment with a few friends like _______ did    

today, you can earn FREE MK products.  It’s a great way to get all the products you want 

but may not want to pay for! 



(Distribute Color cards to each guest if you haven’t done so already) 

 Color makes you look good 10 minutes from now but good skin care will make you look 

good 10 years from now.  When you attend your class reunion, I want to make sure you 

look like the youngest looking woman there.  Tonight, consider these as “learning         

colors”.  When we get together for your check up facial, we will work more with your 

color preferences and the type glamour you are more comfortable with. We are going to 

have a face race. You have three eye colors, blush and lipstick and I’ll give you mascara. 

The first person to finish wins a prize. (You may or may not choose to give a prize)  Just 

put the colors on like you normally do at home or follow the instructions on the card.  I 

will be working with our hostess to create the look that our makeup artists have created 

just for her face and eye shape and her coloring.  I know she is going to look great. 

 

(After you are finished with hostess) 

I mentioned earlier tonight that each of you are entitled to one of my in-depth glamour 

clinics.  Let me tell you how that works. Our hostess, _____, is the only person here who 

can schedule the clinic and she would invite all of you back again. We would not do skin 

care like tonight, but we would work on the way to put eye shadow on for the shape of 

your eyes, the best eye colors for you, the best way to apply blush for the shape of your 

face…things, that if we did tonight, we would be here all night.  (Pause for them to make 

positive comments and ask her to book the glamour clinic at the end of the class.) 

 

My goal today was to introduce you to Mary Kay skin care. At your follow-up                           

appointment, I’d love to treat you to a color look customized just for you. Part of my 

commitment to you as your independent beauty consultant is following up with you to 

make sure you are happy with the products you’ve chosen. At your follow-up                               

appointment, I will evaluate your skin progress and see if you have any questions or               

additional needs. If you decide to share your appointment with a few friends, you can 

earn free Mary Kay products. This is a great way to get all of the products you really 

love. 

 

Now, it is compliment time. (Allow them to complement each other) Compliments make 

everyone feel good.  And I want to make sure you continue to get those compliments                  

today and forever. So, at your check up appointment, we will fine tune your regimen to 

make sure things are working properly and at anytime that you feel things need to be 

adjusted, I am a phone call away. When you purchase Mary Kay, you purchase my                  

services as well. 

 

(Pick up the rollup bag and have them use their rollup sheets) Turn to pages 20 and 21. 

I bet you have 2 questions: How much is it and when can I take it home?!  Let me start 

with my most popular set and what every woman deserves--our “I deserve it all bag”.  

This set comes in this gorgeous bag that hangs up, rolls out and Velcro’s in and out so 

you have everything you need at your finger tips.  (WORK IT, ROMANCE IT)  It includes 

that great Ultimate Miracle Set with the TimeWise 3n1 Cleanser, Age-Fighting                      

Moisturizer, Day & Night Solution set, Microdermabrasion, Firming Eye Cream, and 

one foundation of your choice (either mineral powder or liquid).  



When you purchase this set, I will include the gorgeous Travel Roll Up Bag for FREE.  

The “I Deserve It All Bag” retails for $233 if purchased separately but today it’s only 

$199.  Now, if you don’t deserve it all tonight (HA HA), but you still want the bag for 

FREE, your next set is the Time Wise Miracle Set plus your choice of any 2 additional 

sets featured on the product insert sheet.  The Miracle Set does not include the Mi-

croderm Abrasion and Firming Eye Cream.  It truly is my goal to see every woman that 

I know on these products.  When you start with the Miracle Set plus 2 sets, I will include 

the awesome Travel Roll Up, a $35 value FOR FREE.  If that is still more than you de-

serve (SMILE), you might consider our Basic Set which includes TimeWise 3n1 

Cleanser, Age-Fighting Moisturizer and a TimeWise foundation. It retails for just 64.  

There would be a price difference in your sets if you choose to get 2 foundations such as 

a liquid foundation AND a mineral powder.  (Note:  When a customer purchases around 

$200 at her initial appointment, I offer her the roll up bag for FREE.  Many people will “up” 

their order to get the bag!) 

 

Let me tell you how you can pay for anything you would like to take home tonight. I take 

MasterCard, Visa, Discover and American Express. I also take cash or checks,                         

(Optional:  I have a fold and hold plan where you can take home anything you want to-

night. You write one check dated for tonight for half of what you want and you write the 

second check dated for your next pay day within 2-3 weeks from now.)  Either way, you 

can take home anything you want and only pay half of it tonight. It’s like layaway except 

you don’t wait.  Or I have our CREATIVE FINANCING/HE’LL NEVER KNOW plan 

where you write a little on a check, a little on credit card, give a little in cash—HE’LL 

NEVER KNOW!  Whatever you chose will be fine with me! 

 

Now, I’d like everyone to close their eyes. I want you to imagine you’re going to your 

closet to find a special outfit you wore for a special occasion and if you don’t have one, 

think about going to purchase one. Think of all the accessories that go with it like a 

purse, shoes and include getting your hair and nails done and how much that complete 

outfit would cost. Raise your hand if it is $100? $200? $300? More?  Now open your eyes. 

In the last year, how many times have you worn that outfit? Ok. Let’s put that price into 

perspective because that outfit is going to sit in your closet about 364 days a year, but 

you’ll wear these Mary Kay products everyday!  And what is the first thing people see 

when they look at you? Your FACE! That is why skin care is the best investment we can 

make in our appearance. 

 

I’ve enjoyed being here tonight. I hope you have had fun. Our hostess is going to serve 

her delicious desert and I would like to meet with each of you to answer any questions 

you might have and to get your opinion of our products. Is anyone in a hurry and wants 

to go first? (If so, close her first, if not pick the one that would spend the most money) _____, 

could you bring your profile card and meet with me in here? Great! 



THE PERFECT CLOSE 

The Close of the Skin Care Class/Party is comprised of three parts – close on the sale, close on the 

booking, and close on the recruit prospect. Please learn and memorize the correct close.  The close 

should be done away from the table in a different room.  I usually do it in the living room.  There 

you will have your calculator, sales tickets, and inventory to fill orders. 

 

Part 1 of Individual Close - “Tell me, ___________, did you have fun tonight? (Remember to 

nod “yes” and smile to generate a positive response) How does your face feel? What part of the 

Miracle Set did you love the most?  If money were no object and you could take home                   

anything you wanted, which sets would you take home tonight?”  
“What does your pocketbook say you can take home tonight? GREAT!!!” (This is the                        

appropriate response to whatever she says unless she says, “NOTHING” to which I address in the 

next paragraph)  

Once she is set with her skin care, begin asking “How are you on __________” (things like                   

mascara, powder, lip colors, etc). Each time that she says she needs what you offer, ask the                 

question again.  Once she has stopped buying, ask, “Is there anything else you want to add                 

today?” (The point is to keep selling as long as she is buying). 

If she says “nothing” to the question about taking a set home, you’ll want to ask her questions to 

find out why. By continuing to question, you will probably find that she is not using a complete 

skin care system like our basic or she is probably not satisfied with the results she's getting. The 

problem is most often money or she has just purchased something else. If she absolutely will not 

purchase tonight, then try to schedule her for a class a few weeks from now to earn the set.  : “Are 

you currently on a skin care program? Are you satisfied with the results it provides? What 

product are you using? If the Miracle set is too much tonight, we could start you with just 

the basic set – cleanser, moisture, and foundation which is only $64.”  If she cannot buy                  

anything that is a perfect time to book her for a party to EARN it so go to Part 2 and make the 

proper adjustments to the script. 

 

Part 2 of Individual Close - “Let's go ahead and get your (check-up appointment) (glamour 

appt) booked so we can be sure the products are working correctly to give you the desired 

results. At that appointment, we can make any adjustments in your skin care or to the color 

of the foundation. I'd like you to pay particular attention to the cleanser and moisturizer 

and be sure they are leaving your skin squeaky clean with just the right amount of moisture. 

Remember, the value of that checkup facial is that we can exchange anything we need to and 

make any corrections PLUS we can do more detailed color.  When we get back together are 

you interested in doing an everyday look or a more dramatic look?"  (Book her second                     

appointment first before talking about booking a party) Do you prefer weekend or during the 

week?  Does morning, afternoon or evening work best for you?” Keep offering choices until a 

date and time are selected.  Of course you are only offering her the times and days that work for 

your schedule! 

Now that the date is booked, turn it into a skin care party by saying…“___________, at every 

skin care class I always select a few people that I’d like to work with as my future hostesses 

and tonight I’ve selected you!  When we get back together for your check up facial and color 

appointment, how would you feel about sharing it with a few friends so that you could earn 

gifts and free products for yourself?  



(KEEP TALKING, DO NOT PAUSE HERE) It’s just as easy for me to do several faces as 

it is to do 1. My hostess plan is simple (put your hostess plan here, OR) you can earn $50 

free for just having 3 friends there or you can get a 50% off for 4 or more.  (Pause for 

her answer.  If she doesn’t want a “party”, ask if she can just invite 2 friends!!) 

 

Part 3 of Individual Close - “You know, ___________, this is probably the craziest thing 

you've ever heard – but at every class I hold, I always play a game with myself and               

select at least one person who I would most like to work with. Tonight I've selected you 

because ___________. It may not be for you at all, if not that's okay. It's not for                       

everyone, but I believe every woman deserves to have enough information to make an 

intelligent, informed decision on her own. Is there any reason I couldn't send you home 

with some information about our company? (If she says yes, give her a current MK                  

recruiting brochure that can be purchased on Sec 2)  

 

Maybe we could get together one day next few days for coffee and I could answer your 

questions or you could help me with part of my training and let my friend ________ 

(your Director) share a little info while I listen in. You know, _________, if it's not for 

you, then you could serve as a talent scout for me and help me find someone just like 

you. You would at least know what we have to offer.”  If she agrees, tell her you will               

follow up with her or invite her to a meeting! 


